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Abstra t.

The Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) has re ently been developed to handle
interfa es in a robust and eÆ ient fashion leading to a general lass of
\boundary ondition apturing" te hniques based on the identi ation of
\ ontinuous" and \dis ontinuous" variables and the subsequent treatment
of these variables to allow seamless nite di eren ing a ross the interfa e.

1.

Introdu tion

The most ommonly used omputational methods for interfa es are front
tra king, volume of uid, and level set methods. While ea h of these methods have well known strengths and weaknesses, only the level set method
will be addressed in this paper, sin e the GFM has been developed using
level set te hniques for the interfa e. However, it should be noted that the
GFM is not a level set spe i method and ould be extended to front
tra king or volume of uid formulations in a straightforward way. Level Set
methods were rst presented in (Osher and Sethian, 1988) where the time
dependent level set equation
t
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was used to keep tra k of the interfa e lo ation as the set of points where
 = 0. Although  is initialized as a smooth signed distan e fun tion, it
usually loses this desirable property as the interfa e deforms under the
~ making it ne essary to apply reinitialization in order to keep
velo ity W
jrj  1 (Sussman et. al., 1994). Another useful equation
I
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an be used to extrapolate the quantity I in the normal dire tion (Fedkiw
et. al., 1999a).
2.

Conservation

Traditionally, Eulerian based numeri al methods for ompressible ow are
based on the Lax-Wendro Theorem (Lax and Wendro , 1960) whi h di tates that numeri al methods should be fully onservative, and it is well
known that non onservative methods produ e sho ks with in orre t speeds
and strengths. However, (Karni, 1996) advo ates non onservative form at
onta t dis ontinuities whi h are lower dimensional sets (e.g. one dimensional in a two dimensional al ulation) that move with the lo al uid
velo ity. In (Karni, 1996), full onservation was applied away from interfa es and a non onservative method was applied near interfa es without
adversely e e ting the sho k speeds or strengths. Sin e sho ks do not move
at the lo al interfa e velo ity, any portion of a sho k is only in onta t with
an interfa e, and thus the non onservative method, on a set of measure zero
in spa e and time minimizing the a umulation of errors.
While it is true that others have used non onservative dis retizations,
there is no doubt that the work in (Karni, 1996) is responsible for markedly
in reasing their popularity in the sho k apturing ommunity where traditionally s hemes were thought to require onservation at all ost. In part,
this is be ause (Karni, 1996) identi ed and xed large numeri al os illations introdu ed at interfa es by the fully onservative s heme presented
in (Mulder et. al., 1992). It is interesting to note that many front tra king and volume of uid s hemes are a tually non onservative, i.e. they do
not satisfy the stri t ux di eren ing onservation form usually thought
to be required by the Lax-Wendro Theorem. In this sense, many of these
s hemes share similar properties with the s heme in (Karni, 1996). For example, onsider the front tra king approa h in (Pember et. al., 1995) where
a high order Godonuv method is used to obtain a non onservative update
near the tra ked interfa e and a fully onservative update away from the
tra ked interfa e. All ow features in luding sho k speeds and strengths
as well as the speed of the tra ked front are orre tly determined as is
ensured by the solutions of the appropriate Riemann problems. Note that
the authors go one step further and orre t the la k of onservation at the
interfa e using a redistribution pro edure (Chern and Colella, 1987) whi h
is presumably not ne essary for obtaining a grid resolved solution, but is
only used to maintain exa t onservation. In fa t, the nature of this redistribution pro edure does not allow stri t appli ation of the Lax-Wendro
Theorem, and one has to believe that the orre t solutions are obtained
be ause the numeri al method is fully onservative ex ept at the lower di-
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mensional tra ked interfa e whi h is updated orre tly based on solutions
of the appropriate Riemann problems. Similar loss of exa t onservation
o urs in volume of uid methods where nonphysi al overshoots may o ur
in the volume fra tion equation (Pu kett et. al., 1997). These overshoots
an be ignored violating onservation, or redistributed in a manner similar
to (Chern and Colella, 1987) to preserve exa t onservation.
3.

Isobari

Fix

The well known \overheating e e t" o urs when a sho k re e ts o of a
solid wall boundary ausing overshoots in temperature and density, while
pressure and velo ity remain onstant. In one spatial dimension, a solid wall
boundary ondition an be applied with the aid of ghost ells by onstru ting a symmetri pressure and density re e tion and an asymmetri normal
velo ity re e tion about the solid wall. Then a sho k wave impinging on
the wall will ollide with a sho k in the ghost ells that has equal strength
traveling in the opposite dire tion produ ing the desired sho k re e tion.
In (Meniko , 1994) and (Noh, 1978), the authors showed that overheating
errors are a symptom of smeared out sho k pro les and that sharper sho ks
usually produ e less overheating. In addition, they showed that the pressure
and velo ity equilibrate qui kly, while errors in the temperature and density
persist. In order to dissipate these errors in temperature and density, (Noh,
1978) proposed adding arti ial heat ondu tion to the numeri al method
in a form similar to arti ial vis osity. Later, (Donat and Marquina, 1996)
proposed a ux splitting method with a built in heat ondu tion me hanism
that dissipates these errors throughout the uid.
At this point, it is instru tive to onsider the one dimensional Euler
equations and the asso iated Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions for a disontinuity moving at speed D. Sin e a solid wall moves at the lo al ow
velo ity, D = VN and Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions of [VN ℄ = 0,
[p℄ = 0, and 0 = 0 des ribe the relationship between the external ow eld
and the internal one, i.e. both the normal velo ity and the pressure must
be ontinuous a ross the solid wall boundary extending into the ghost ells.
Sin e these jump onditions are inherently part of the equations and thus
part of any onsistent numeri al method, jumps in pressure and velo ity
are hard to maintain for any duration of time at a solid wall boundary, i.e.
jumps between the uid values and the ghost ell values are qui kly dissipated. In this sense, one an think of pressure and velo ity equilibration
at a solid wall boundary as an intrinsi a tion of the boundary onditions.
Note that there is no su h ondition for the temperature or the density. In
the ase of a omplete equation of state (Davis, 1985), only one variable
in the linearly degenerate eld need be de ned and all other variables an
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be determined from the equation of state relations. In this sense, one an
state that there is no boundary ondition for the linearly degenerate eld
as is emphasized by the trivially satis ed jump ondition 0 = 0. Sin e a
solid wall boundary is an initial boundary value problem, the value of the
temperature at the wall must ome from initial data as one an see from
St

+ V~

S

r

=0

(3)

whi h states that entropy is adve ted along streamlines of the uid implying
that the entropy near the wall stays near the wall sin e the wall moves with
the lo al uid velo ity. We stress that this equation is only valid for smooth
ow and is not true for streamlines that ross sho k waves, i.e. entropy
jumps a ross a sho k wave. However, sho k waves do not move at the same
speed as solid wall boundaries so this equation is true near the wall most
of time, i.e. ex ept for a lower dimensional subset of spa e and time.
In (Fedkiw et. al., 1999 ), equation 3 was used to develop the Isobari
Fix whi h is a boundary ondition type of treatment for the linearly degenerate eld at a solid wall boundary. The Isobari Fix modi es the linearly
degenerate eld at a solid wall without hanging the values of the pressure
or the normal velo ity. Noting that entropy is adve ted along streamlines
and that streamlines are ontinuous, the entropy errors at the wall are repaired using new values of entropy extrapolated from the surrounding ow.
For example, repla ing the entropy at the wall with the entropy of the
neighboring ell gives a rst order a urate value of the entropy at the wall
for smooth entropy pro les. Higher order a urate extrapolation an be
used as well, but this has been found to be quite dangerous in pra ti e due
to the presen e of dis ontinuous sho k waves that ause large overshoots
when extrapolating. In multiple spatial dimensions, the solid wall an be
represented as the zero level of a level set fun tion and moved rigidly using
~ is the spatially onstant wall velo ity or deformed with
equation 1 where W
~ . Then the Isobari Fix an be applied
equation 1 and a spatially varying W
using equation 2 with I = S .
4.

Ghost Fluid Method

Similar to a solid wall boundary, a level set fun tion an be used to tra k
a onta t dis ontinuity as the set of points where  = 0 separating two
di erent uids that ea h satisfy the Euler equations with di erent equations
of state. Sin e the equation of state properties are dis ontinuous a ross the
interfa e, the dis retization te hniques are employed in a similar fashion as
for a solid wall boundary, ex ept that they are applied twi e, i.e. on e for
ea h uid. Con eptually, ea h grid point orresponds to one uid or the
other and ghost ells an be de ned at every point in the omputational
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domain so that ea h grid point ontains the mass, momentum, and energy
for the real uid that exists at that point (a ording to the sign of the
level set fun tion) and a ghost mass, momentum, and energy for the other
uid that does not really exist at that grid point (the uid from the other
side of the interfa e). On e the ghost ells are de ned, standard one phase
numeri al methods an be used on the entire domain for ea h uid, i.e. we
now have two separate single uid problems. After ea h uid is advan ed
~ = V
~
in time, the level set fun tion is updated using equation 1 with W
(the lo al uid velo ity), and the sign of the level set fun tion is used to
determine the appropriate real uid values at ea h grid point. Note that
ghost ells are de ned everywhere for exposition, but only a band of 3 to 5
ghost ells is a tually used in pra ti e.
Sin e onta t dis ontinuities move at the lo al uid velo ity, the RankineHugoniot jump onditions for a onta t dis ontinuity are the same as those
for a solid wall boundary, i.e. [VN ℄ = 0, [p℄ = 0, and 0 = 0. In multiple spatial dimensions, the 0 = 0 jump ondition is repeated sin e the tangential
velo ities are also governed by the linearly degenerate eld, e.g. in three
spatial dimensions one an only determine the pressure and normal velo ities from the boundary onditions, while the entropy and both tangential
velo ities remain undetermined. Note that in the ase of the full vis ous
Navier-Stokes equations, the physi al vis osity imposes ontinuity of the
tangential velo ities, and thermal ondu tivity imposes ontinuity of the
temperature. Sin e ertain properties are dis ontinuous a ross the interfa e, one should be areful when applying nite di eren e methods a ross
the interfa e, sin e di eren ing dis ontinuous quantities leads erroneously
to terms of the form 41x that in rease without bound as the grid is re ned.
Therefore, the layer of ghost ells should be introdu ed so that there is ontinuity with the neighboring uid that needs to be dis retized. For variables
that are already ontinuous a ross the interfa e, e.g. pressure and normal
velo ity, the ghost uid values an be set equal to the real uid values at
ea h grid point impli itly apturing the orre t interfa e values of these
variables. This is the key me hanism in oupling the two distin t sets of
Euler equations. On the other hand, the dis ontinuous variables move with
the speed of the interfa e (see equation 3), and information in these variables does not ross the interfa e and is not oupled to the orresponding
information on the other side of the interfa e. Moreover, in order to avoid
numeri al smearing or spurious os illations these dis ontinuous variables
should not be nonphysi ally oupled together or for ed to be ontinuous
a ross the interfa e. The most obvious way of de ning the dis ontinuous
variables in the ghost ells is by extrapolating that information from the
neighboring real uid nodes, e.g. the entropy an be extrapolated into the
ghost ells using equation 2 in exa tly the same way as it was when apply-
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ing the Isobari Fix produ ing a ontinuous entropy pro le. Sin e entropy
is hara teristi of the equation of state information and the uid itself, we
denoted this method the Ghost Fluid Method (Fedkiw et. al., 1999a), i.e.
ghost ells that are physi ally lo ated in one uid are lled with entropy
from the neighboring uid hanging the kind of uid in these ells without
hanging the way these ells behave, i.e. without hanging the pressure and
normal velo ity. Note that, similar to the Isobari Fix, one does not have
to deal dire tly with the entropy but an hoose any variable in the linearly
degenerate eld, e.g. density or temperature. Sin e the tangential velo ities
are dis ontinuous as well, a similar extrapolation pro edure is used to treat
these variables making use of a basis free proje tion method (Fedkiw et.
al., 1999a).
5.

Other Dis ontinuities

For a simple onta t dis ontinuity, the variables were separated into two
sets based on their ontinuity a ross the interfa e. The ontinuous variables
were opied into the ghost uid in a node by node fashion apturing the
orre t interfa e values, while the dis ontinuous variables were extrapolated
in a one-sided fashion to avoid errors due to numeri al dissipation. In order
to apply this idea to a general interfa e moving at speed D in the normal
dire tion, one needs to orre tly determine the ontinuous and dis ontinuous variables for a general interfa e problem. For example, onsider a sho k
wave where all variables are dis ontinuous, and extrapolation of all variables for both the pre-sho k and post-sho k uids obviously gives the wrong
answer sin e the physi al oupling is ignored. We state, \For ea h degree
of freedom that is oupled a ross a dis ontinuity, one an de ne a variable
whi h is ontinuous a ross the dis ontinuity, and all remaining degrees of
freedom an be expressed as dis ontinuous variables whi h an be extrapolated a ross the interfa e in a one-sided fashion." as the key to extending
the GFM. In the ase of the Euler equations, onservation of mass, momentum, and energy an be applied to any dis ontinuity in order to abstra t
ontinuous variables, i.e. the Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions always di tate the oupling between the pre-dis ontinuity and post-dis ontinuity uids. In (Fedkiw et. al., 1999b), the Rankine-Hugoniot relations were used
in three spatial dimensions to de ne F , FVN , F~VT , and FE as ontinuous variables a ross a dis ontinuity whi h has speed D 6= V~N , i.e. when
the dis ontinuity is not a onta t dis ontinuity. This allowed us to develop
a GFM that impli itly aptures the interfa e values of these ontinuous
quantities at sho ks, detonations, and de agrations, i.e. the method impli itly aptures the Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions without numeri al
smearing.
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When the GFM is used for general dis ontinuities, one needs to a u~ = DN
~ . For sho k
rately nd the interfa e speed D for equation 1 with W
waves and detonation waves, D an be found by solving an appropriate
Riemann problem in a node by node fashion (Fedkiw et. al., 1999b). In
fa t, there is no reason one annot solve a Riemann problem in the ase of
~ = DN
~ in equation 1 as opposed to
a onta t dis ontinuity as well using W
~ =V
~ (the less a urate lo al uid velo ity) (Fedkiw et. al., 1999b). Note
W
that a ombination of ghost ells and Riemann problems is ommonly used
in front tra king algorithms, see e.g. (Glimm et. al., 1980) and (Glimm et.
al., 1999) where a Riemann problem is solved at the interfa e and the results are extrapolated into the ghost ells. The di eren e between the GFM
and typi al front tra king is in the order of operations, i.e. front tra king
algorithms rst solve a Riemann problem and then extrapolate while the
GFM extrapolates rst and then solves the Riemann problem in a node
by node fashion removing some of the ompli ations due to geometry. For
a de agration wave, the Riemann problem is not well posed unless the
speed of the de agration, i.e. D, is already given. Lu kily, the G-equation
for ame dis ontinuities ( rst proposed in (Markstein, 1964)) represents a
ame front as a dis ontinuity in the same fashion as the level set method
so that one an easily onsult the abundant literature on the G-equation
to obtain de agration speeds.
6.

In ompressible Flow

In multiphase in ompressible ow al ulations, a variable oeÆ ient Poisson
equation needs to be solved sin e the density is usually di erent (although
onstant) in ea h phase. This equation is not straightforward to solve espeially when [p℄ 6= 0 whi h is typi al for any multiphase ow problem where
the vis osity jumps a ross the interfa e or surfa e tension is present. The
most notable method for solving the Poisson equation is probably the \immersed boundary" method (Peskin, 1977) whi h uses a Æ-fun tion formulation to smear out the solution on a thin nite band about the interfa e.
However, this numeri al smearing has an adverse e e t on the solution
for ing ontinuity at the interfa e regardless of the appropriate interfa e
boundary onditions, i.e. the nonzero jump in the pressure is not a urately represented. This failing has been over ome by a number of authors
who solve the Poisson equation with [p℄ = 0 and then add new sour e terms
to the momentum equations, see e.g. (Bra kbill et. al., 1992), (Unverdi and
Tryggvason, 1992) and (Sussman et. al., 1994). In the interest of solving the
Navier-Stokes equations dire tly, i.e. without the addition of sour e terms, a
new GFM was designed for the variable oeÆ ient Poisson equation (Liu et.
al., 2000) allowing one to solve this equation with both [p℄ and [ pn ℄ as given
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nonzero jumps, and  dis ontinuous. This new method used the given jump
onditions to de ne ontinuous variables for the nite di eren ing similar
to the way that the Rankine-Hugoniot jump onditions were used for multiphase ompressible ow. It is notable that the resulting system of linear
equations is ompletely symmetri allowing for straightforward appli ation
of standard linear system solvers. This new numeri al method does not
su er from the numeri al smearing prevalent in the \immersed boundary"
method and was used to solve the multiphase Navier-Stokes equations in
(Kang et. al., 2000) without the need for additional sour e terms.
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